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This paper offers a model for understanding the process of

creative writing. This model is part of an EFL research project

that aims to help L2 creative writers, particularly L2 songwrit-

ers. To help L2 writers overcome the formidable challenge of

creative writing in a foreign language, we need to understand

L2 creativity. The model in this paper simplifies the complex

issues of creativity in order to act as a useful tool that breaks the

creative process down into six stages: experience, focus on expe-

rience, transfer, writing, edit-

ing, and objectification.
The difficulties of the L2

writer may arise during any

of these stages. Using the

model, we can systematically

begin to identify the difficul-

ties facing the L2 writer and

begin to ameliorate them.
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Introduction

This paper offers a model for understanding the process of creative

writing. This model is part of an EFL research projectthat aims to help

L2 creative writers, particularly L2 songwriters. To help L2 writers over-

come the formidable challenge of creative writing in a foreign language,

we need to understand L2 creativity. IJ2 creativity is clearly an extension

of Ll creativity, but even Ll creativity is probably too complex to ever be

completely understood

i
. The model in this paper simplifies these complex

issues by breaking the creative process down into six stages, thus acting

as a useful analytical and pedagogic tool. The difficulties facing the L2

writer may arise during any of these stages, so we can begin to identify

the difficulties and help the writer in a systematic way.

Many non-native speakers of English want or need to use English

creatively. For example, many non-native songwriters are motivated to

write songs in English in order to reach a wider possible audience (Cullen

2005a). Some writers first write in Ll and then translate into

L2. This gives the writer the advantage of being able to think in Ll and

to conceptualize the L2 writing as justone more step. However, transla-

tion is likely to lead to errors due to linguistic interference with Ll and

will also severely curtail the creative possibilities of the readerii. The

model presented in this paper focuses on writers who write entirely in L2,

rather than translating from L1. Before I introduce the model, however,

I would like to tell a little story.

The Sculpture

Once upon a time, there was a great river. It flowed through the

center of the land and brought life to all the people there. The people of

the land came to the river each day to carry out their important everyday

activities such as bathing, washing and drinking. As they stood on the

banks of the river or on the water's edge, they talked with their

neighbours and carried on life as it had always been. The river was wide,

almost as wide as the eye could see in some places, yet narrow in other
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"The river bT.Ought life to all the people"."

places. Although the river usually

flowed slowly and majestically,
in

these narrow places the water

flowed much faster and churned

up the silt and sand and mud, the

pebbles and stones and rocks, au

the little things and big things

that it drew from the air and the

banks and the dark river bottom.

The river carried all these things to other places along its journey.

Over time, some of the silt and sand and mud came together into

little katamari. And some of the pebbles and stones and rocks joined

them in other littlekatamari. What is a katamari, you might ask? That's

an old Japanese word that some people liked to call them. A katamari is

the solidification of little things into something bigger and more solid.

In the river, there were big katamari and little katamari. Rough ones

with sharp edges and gentle ones that had been smoothed by the water

over years. Some parts of these katamari were ancient things dredged up

from the dark river bottom, while other parts had justrecently been car-

ried into the river by the rain or eroded out of the riverbanks.

In that land, there was a sculptor, a man who was greatly respected

for his ingenuity and the wondrous beauty of his creations. He used to

collect these kntamari and use them as the raw materials for his sculp-

tures. To get them, he would swim in the waters of the river. always

with an eye open for some interesting

combination of stones or mud that had

come together. When he saw most

katamari, he would usually swim

quickly by. But once in a while, he found

something interesting and he would gaze

a little while before leaving it there and

moving on.
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And so it happened on this day that he did stop. What was it that

caught his attention that made him focus on this one katamari among

the millions in the river? We shall never really know. For now, compared

to the days of his youth when every katamari had fascinated him, it was

quite rare that something would grab his attention in that way.

Perhaps, he focused on this katamari because it was ]'ust the way that the

sculptor looked at the world. Or perhaps, it was just the way that he

looked at the river on that particular day. Or perhaps it was the way

that he imagined that katamari
might

look beside other katamari.

He gazed at the katamari for a while. It was sitting easily in shallow

water, looking back at him as if it were wondering what had taken him

so long to pay proper attention to it. He swam down through the cool

water and lifted it. It came away from the riverbed easily and he carried

it back up to the surface of the water. From there, he transferred it care-

".
he transfer.redit carefully...

fully onto the dry riverbanks. He had

quite a collection that he had gathered over

the years. He used to think of them as

little pieces of the life of the river in solid

form. On the dry riverbank, the katamari

stood. The sculptor tried to make sure that

no one else could see them because they

weren't finished. If anyone else had seen

them they would have thought that the old

sculptor had gone mad. Having seen his beautiful finished creations, they

knew that nothing that beautiful could ever come from these.

And sometimes they would have been
right, the sculptor realized.

For it was not every katamari that he transferred from the river that he

worked on as a sculpture. Sometimes, he started working on one right

away, as soon as he had transferred it. At other times, he left it there to

dry out in the sun and went off to think about other things or to search

for other kntamari. Sometimes, a katamari was left there, never again to

be revisited. When he did work on one, he got out his carving
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"...cuuing
carefully

in jzLStthe right places.J

instruments and worked long

and hard cutting carefully in just

the right places as his teacher

had taught him when he was

young. Yes, there were many

rules to be followed. You had to

know the rules when you wanted

to make something wonderful.

And you had to sometimes break

the rules to make something even more wonderful. You couldn't break all

the rules because people would think you were mad. You just had to

break one once in a while so that people could see the new in the frame of

the old. People just didn't understand him sometimes. Yes, sculpture

could be a lonely business, but the carving can be its own reward.

When the carving was finished, the next step was the smoothening

and polishing. At this point, the sculptor called a friend over to take a

look at his work. The sculptor and his friend talked about the sculpture

as they examined it. And the sculptor made some changes. Funnily, he

didnlt actually make the changes that his friend suggested. Still, he con-

sidered his friend's presence to be very helpful. Sometimes, it was just

useful to have someone to explain

your work to. Later, after his friend

had gone home to his bed, the sculp-

tor worked all night
long to

smoothen out the imp&fections in

the stone and to apply a smooth

polish to the surface.

When the polishing was all fin-
"...the sculptor made some changes..."

ished, the sculptor left his new creation alone for a few days. Of course,

he wanted to take it to the big store in town immediately where he could

display it and people would praise him and pay him for his work, but he

wasn't quite confident that it was good enough yet. He asked a few more
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friends by to take a look at the sculpture and they praised it strongly.

Finally, he was confident enough and he walked down into the town

"...his
newest cT.eation"."

proudly to display his newest creation at

the big store. The shop owner was de-

lighted with the new sculpture and asked,

"what is it called?" The sculptor

thought for a minute because he hadn't

thought of a name yet. Then finally he sa

id, "it's called: Do I Still Flow?" The shop

owner thought it to be a rather strange

name, but that didn't bother him because

he secretly thought that the strangeness of the sculptor was one of his

best selling points.

So the shop owner arranged a big show for the public to come and see

the new objectcreated
by the sculpture. He called up his friend who was

a reporter at the local newspaper to come and do a publicity interview

with the sculptor. The reporter came to the store and viewed the sculp-

ture carefully for a few minutes, completely fascinated, reading about

how it was created from the raw materials of the river. As he gazed, he

kept wondering to himself, "hmm, I know that it is from the river, but

how was this actually created?" Finally, he came over to interview the

sculptor. After sitting down and exchanging a few pleasantries, the re-

porter took out his list of questions. He asked a lot of questions about

how the sculptor had made his
object.

The sculptor found it quite diffi-

cult to answer questions like "Where do you get your ideas r So he

said, "I have a diary, you know, and rll need to check that to answer you

properly." So they agreed that the reporter would call on the sculptor at

his home where he had his diary, but justbefore they parted the reporter

asked one last question : "it's called: Do I Still Flow?" Tell me, what is

the answer to the question that this sculpture is asking us r
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Tools for understanding creativity

The reporter was trying to under.stand the sculptor's creative proc-

esses by looking at the work and asking these questions. In other words,

his primary methodological tools were direct observation of the creative

product and an interview with the creator. The sculptor suggested the

use of his diary as an additional methodological tool. Any cognitive proc-

ess such as sculpting is not directly observable by the researcher, which

raises the question of what methodological tools are suitable for illumi-

nating the process. In other words, how can we see what is going on in

the head of the creator and thus understand the processes that are taking

place as the creation is being conceived and written? Elsewhere, I have

discussed some of the methodological tools available to the researcher for

studying the writing processH. Useful methodological tools for gaining

insight into the cognitive processes include research journals,introspec-

tion, retrospection, thinkaloud protocol, questionnaires, interviews, ex-

plicit teaching, and observation.

For the development of the model in this paper, extracts from a re-

search journal, introspections on these extracts, and interviews were

used. The model was initially developed using data from my own

songwriting. In the summer of 2005, I wrote one song every day for

ninety days and made notes about my writing process in a research jour-

nal. The research journal was written in L1. Extracts from the research

journal,extremely rough recorded versions of the daily songs, and re-

lated information are available onlineb. Some of the songs were written

in Ll and others in L2 in order to gain insight into both the Ll and L2

songwriting processes. Table 1 shows lyrics from two song fragments

with the accompanying research notes. One song is in L1 (English)and

the other is in L2 (Japanese).
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Table 1 : Extracts From Research Journal

Son 1 : (Z< f1{J:^blT5t

(Tuesday, July 26, 2005)

I2< (it)AJbtT5 a

IS< a)*fI(=tI81:i'85h

{nJ: LJ#?T.7*?T.fS?T.

A:tLb1.=fftt i: 5

ZIXl16tLi I t#f11Et1

&qtLTtlL1=tt16fj:L1

{5L15bAJe<SLt

{5 L15#tJL-=t

This one emerged straight out of Japanese university

culture-stay Silent long
enough and other people will vol-

unteer to do the job. He who gives into the dark side of

speaking will get the job. rm usually on the dark
Side-the

Silent pauses do my head in. I'd far prefer to be doing

Something and getting it over
with than waiting

for

someone else to volunt.eer for it....

I had in my mind that I
wanted to write a Japanese song

again-I
haven't done one for a while. This is ].ust a cap-

pella and it'smostly improvised except for the first verse

which
I ran through a few time in my head before I re-

corded it. I suspect that it came from a song in the musi-

cal Joseph-at least, that's the rhythm that came into my

head when
I
wanted

to make it a little snappier than the

tempo of the meeting itself
:)

It i8 a Criticism of some as-

pects of
Japan, part of a growing recognition of the huge

amount of.deferred responsibility' or 'denied responsibil-

ityf. I talked to Chris about it a while ago, both agreeing

that we should write a book about it..

Responsibility to the group is generally a good thing -

re-

sponsibility from members of the group can be a little

slow to come forlh.

Song 2: I WM Yield

(Saturday, July 23, 2005)

I can run. but I better not Mde

You are the Sea. I cannot fight

the tide
Your Jove iS aS deep as the Sea

I
will yield. yoLJ Were meant for

rTle.

I can hide h my chi]diSh strife.
You are the Sun and you give
me life

Your heart iS a8 Warm aS the

Sun

I
wiTJ yield. you are the one

When I.m weak, like a tree

tht'S bent,

You are the land. and you give
rTle

St rength

Your comrT10n SenSe iS aS deep

aS the

land
I wM yield and win take your

hand.

IJike so many songs, the title wasn't a starting point.
Instead, this one started because I was playing with a cool

little keyboard that I
picked up in a second-hand shop.

For 2000 yen, it does all sorts of cheesy accompaniments.
It has a tiny two and a halfoctave keyboard. Amazingly,

it also has a MIDI Out port. It's got aplace for a strap, so

in theory I could take a leap back to the 80fs and dance

around on stage playing the keyboard. Problem is that I

can't dance or play I.he keyboard ;)Initially, I had a

melody that I was Playing on the keyboard. Again, like

so many songs, I spent a few minutes writing I.he first

verse, setting up the rhyme patterns and the repeating of

the appropriate hook in the right place. After that. I

scribbled down I.he second and third verses in about a

minute. It's
similar to writing a textbook. Once the ten--

plate for one unit is complete, the rest is much easier.
Often it.s just a matter of Blotting the right words

into

the pre-built phrases. It's writing to formuh after the
first verse because the first verse establishes t.hat. for-

muh.
I
started this one off in first person where I was the

sea:
"You

can run, but you better not hide; I am the sea,

you cannot fight the tide/ But it became obvious that

would be pretty arrogant when it came to the sun in the

Second verse. I didn't want to end up Singing a song who

re lamthe sun" giving all lifeto the gir1!I had in mind

a few very simple songs that rd written before. especially
Seasons of War

and Get Through. In
each of I.hose, there

is a lot of repetition. In this one, I deliberat.ely repeat the

key
phrases:

rthe seal,.the sun. and rthe land'. This is for
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emphasis. Similarly, 1I will yieldl occurs at the same point

in each verse, at the end where it plays a resolving role.
Some of it clearly needs editing. For example, 'childish

strife' is plain silly in there, but I
wanted something to

rhyme with lliferand I wasnTt willing to slow down the

process enough.
In editing, I.u

probably change 'lifelto

'heat' or something like that. I was aware of this as I

wrote it, but that's ok
- itls important to keep moving and

get something that forms the kernel of a song when the

idea is still clear and fresh. Everything can get sorted out
in the editing process, as long as something exists to be

edited. In exactly the same way. the phrase '1ike a tree

thatrs bent' is completely unsuitable and was only used to

rhyme with 'strength'. At this point in the writing, I

guess that the image is more import,ant than the individ-

ual words and the key
words of

'seaf being strong,
'sun'

being warm, and 'land' being solid, represent the image
of

the person that I am yielding to
-
giving up my resistance

because these are the things that I was searching for.

From data to model

Where did these songs come from? By reading back and introspecting

through the research journal notes, it was possible to get some clues and

to hypothesize the process as a series of steps.

First, in both songs, the starting point can be labeled by the very

general term experience. Second, something led to a selection and focus

on experience more strongly than the other experiences I have each day.

Third, at some point, the focus on the experience led me to transfer the

words and music from my mind onto a more solid medium. Fourth, after

the transfer of the initial ideas, I developed them in writing the music and

the words more fully. Fifth, it is clear that I could return to the song at

some point to edit it. Sixth and finally, the song would be finished and

become an objectand I could perform it or record it. Each of these stages

is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure1 - A Tentative ModeJ of the Creative Process

ln the wn(errs head

Concrete f10rrn

This model is not intended to represent a realistic picture of what is

actually happening in the highly complex creative process. Instead, it

represents the writing process as a linear progression of processes that

are likely to occur during the creative process. This oversimplification

has the practical goal of establishing the difficulties facing an L2 creative

writer and at what points these difficulties arise in the creative process.

These stages are also shown in the table below. Each stage is glossed

with an eliciting question which encapsulates the main points of that

stage. This eliciting question or a variant of it can be used to interview

other writers about their creative processes. For example, in the experi-

ence stage, the question is What was going on at the moment of sparkr

Table 2 gives relevant quotations from the research journal and my

introspections on these quotations.

Table 2: lntrospections on data for each stage

Stage InIlOSPeCIlOnS and quotations

l･ EIPerienCe

(WhI Was going On

aI the moment Of

song 1 song 2

This Was IriggereJ bl One example Of a In COnIraSI
IO

SOng lI there lS a deSCrlPl

8P&rkl)
group Of CIPerlenCeS ln aPanCSC unlYCrI tlOn OI a Clear direct Sensory CIPerlenCe= I

8IIy Cullure･ (illa meeting aI my Was Phylng with a Cool little keybO&rl･.

Japanese unllerSIIy2･Musically the root The initial SPark Was the fun OI Playing

experiences are Suggested by= JI Suspect

that II ClunC from a $Ong 2n the musical
JOSePh I

aI le&SI･ IhaI･S the rhythm that
Came into my head When I Wanted IO

make 2I a little8n&PPler than the tempo

OI the meeting itself
=1.

With the nuSIC･ rather than the lyrics.

2･ FOCuB On elPeril AS with many Other songs that I Wrlle･ I This C2PerlenCe Was
WOrlhy Of focus beI

enCe am Searching for meaning ln a
Situation: Cause lI Was fun= ･II･S got a PhCe for a

(Why W&$ this expel tO Cre&IC a I･anglble and useful belief Out Strap- SO ln theory I could take a leap

rlenCe worthy OE Of COnIuSIng ClrCumSIanCeS･ I hd Certain back IO the 80IS and dance around On

furI･her fOCuSl) ideas that Seem lO have been SParked Off Stage Playing the keybOard･ Problem lS
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by the meeIlng･ for elamPle= ･He Who thI I C&n･I d-nee Or Phy the keyboard:

gives into the dark Side Of SPealing will WhelCler I get a new instrument Or Piece

get the lOb･ rm usually On the dark Side Of equ2PnenI･ I uBu&uy Write a new Song

. the Silent Pauses dO my head ln･ ltd far immeJialell･ II 2S fun and helps me IO get

Prefer
IO be doing SOmeIhlng and geII･ing tO know the elulPmenI･ In Other WOrdS.

il Oler With than Waiting for SOmeOne the elg2!d9gg Of buying the equipment

else IO lOlunIeer for II･J FOCuSlng On I･he

experience Of the meeting helped me IO

Clarify my ideas.

hut.matiCally makes it d 9Lf9SgS.

3･ 1rWSrer I had SOme time in the evening and I Was The transition from focus On experience

(Why did I･hl$ 10- On ml OWn･ Probably more importantly: tO transfer Was immediate Wd hrgely

CuSel experience .Lb&g!d that I Wanted i. Write unC.nSClOuS:

･
･
･
･

this.ne 8IdeJ beC&uS.

end uP being re- a JaPneSe song again. I halen･I done I Was Playing with a Cool littlekeyboard:

COrdeJ ln SOme One for A
Wh21e! II Seems that my unCOn- The transfer Was driven bl the music

form l) SClOuS W&8 already PrlmeJ IO Write a rather than the lyrlC8･ IIIS lnIereSIIIlg lO

SOng･ $O II Was easy IO transfer the fO. A.Ie that I use &1m.SI the Same W.rJS aS

CuSed experience into One. for S.ng ill iW a few Very

Simple Songs that ltd Written belOre･ eSPel

Cl&11y Seasons OI War and Get T～rOIIgh:

Again･ 1I Seems that my unCOn8CIOu8 Was

Pr2med･ 1yrlCaIIy･ the WOrdS Were lnl-

tl&11y Simply PhCehOlderS=

･
･
･
･

InlIl&uy･ I

hd a melody that I Was Playing On the

keybO&rd･
･:

4･ Writing The notes are Very Clear= ～1hlS l$ just a The Writing Was driven by the fun Of the

(WhlIHOW did the CaPPell& and ll･8 mostly improvised muSIC･ The nOl･eS are quite Clear On how

initial transfer get except for the first Verse Which I rW the Writing gets dOne= ～OfIen lI･S just a

W OrleJ into a through a few time ln my head before I matter O1 Blotting the right words ink.

SOngl) recorded IIJ USualll･ I find lI difficult IO the Pre-built PhraSeS･ II･S Writing IO for.

imPr.Vise ln JaPWeSC･ buI･ this Came.ut mul& aII･er the first Verse because the

immedlaIely･ The Style Of the Phrases IS first Verse eSI･abllSheS that IOrmula････ I

Very COnlerSaIlOnal･ II may be easier IO scribbled down the Second and third

improvise in 12 by using Pre-SIruCIured

Phr&SC8 that I already know from COnler.

S&110n.

YerSCS in about a minute:

5･ Editing This l$ COmPlelely unedlIed･ There Were I knew that the song needed editing:

(HOW did you edit nO notes ln the research lOurnal･ AI the -SOme OI ll Clearly needs edlllng･ FOr el-

itsWhat ChWgeS did time･ I Was just happy that I hd Written WPle･ ･ChildlSh 8Irlfe･ 1S Phin Silly ln

you malel)
a SOng in Japanese again -uld that I there･ but I W-uIeJ 80meIhlng

IO
rhyme

would cone back IO iI because lI felt ln- with ･11fe･and I WaSn･I Willing lO Blow

tereSIlng. down the Process enOugh･ In eJIIlng･ I･11

Probably Change ･IIIe･IO ･he&I･ Or SOmel

thing like Ih&I･･･-

6･ ObleCIIfIC&IlOn Agaln･ there are nO research lOI･e$･ I I recognized that lI W&Sn･I･ yet aln
Object

(HOW did you know knew II WaSn･I finished because iI COnl When I WrOIe= NI Jldn･I Want IO end uP

iI Was I2nlSheJl) taineJ SOme Silly lines that I WOuldn･1 be Singing a Song Where ･I am the Sun

Satisfied With ln a finished SOng. giving all life IO the glrr a-1d ･AI this

point ln the WrlIlng･ I guess that the

image lS more important than the InJl-

Vldu&1 WOrdS･･:

Checking the model

As a preliminary check on the ability of this model to describe the writ-

ing process in a creative writing genre other than songwriting, I inter-

viewed several writers with the questions to elicit details about each

stage. Table 3 shows the data from one interview with a Canadian
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bilingual writer talking about her short story, "La plus ca change."

(Mulvey 2006).

Table 3: EJiciting the stages from another writer

Stage QuO III=OnS

l･ EIPerlenCe II Started When I Was talking IO a g2rlIrlend･ Sitting ln

(What Was going On aI the a bar･ She
made a blanket Statement that She COuldn･t

moment Of SParkl) be attracted IO Japanese men･ She･S Canadian.

2･ FOCUS On experience I guess I felt that She Strikes me aS a much more OPen-

(Why Was this experience worthy minded Person than this and iI Surprised me･ II got me

OI further IOCuSl) tO thinking about a Particular blanket Statement that I

had heard ln the PaSl= ･I hate Western WOmen"
･
told IO

me by a Western man in Japan.

3･ Transfer II･made me feel emotional and the emotions first Came

(Why did this fOCuSed experience Out When I SPOke IO her and I told her about my elPer2-

end uP being Put into a Short enCe With the foreign man and She WbnI On IO explain

SlOryl) that II Was Very 12flerenI･ But the emotions that the

conversation sparked Stuck With me･ SO I Started Writ-
ing the Story the next day･ Between laying On the bed

and Sitting down al the COmPuIer･ I
made a COnSClOuS

decision that I Win going IO Write that SIOry･ I Went
dOWn21airS･ got a Cup OI COfIee･ turned On the COmPuIer

and Started IyPing･ I knew the first line before I Sat
down and I just Started typing.

4･ Writing And I Wrote lI nOn.SIOP･ II took between 4 and 5 hours

(Why did the initial transfer get tO I2n2Sh･ I Was Surprised aI how much time had Passed

worked into a full
SIOryl) When I Was WrlIing･ I Was unaware OI Ilme･ I got a

Phone Call around dinnerIime
and realized that rJ been

Writing Since Well before lunCh･ (Was iI easy lO WrlIell.
YC$.

Without this kind Ol loss OI reallIy･ I Can･I Write and I

get SelIICOnSClOuS and Ihere･S nO finished PrOduCI･ rm

working On a Piece Of fiction now and I Can･I get that

Stretch OI uninterrupted llmeIIhaI IlOW･ II got turned
into a full Story because lI COuld･ I could Sit there With.

Out being distracted by anylhing･ (What COuld distract

yOull
WOrk･ teaching "･ I knew that I had a full lnIerl

ruPICI
day in front OI me.

5･ Editing Initial Changes Were just Checking repeated WOrdS･ re-

(HOW did you edit its What iundanCl･ The real editing Came When I had my friend

Changes did you makel) listening IO the Story and 2I made me Pause IO look at

Certain Parts that could be Clearer =f I Changed Certain

things.

6･ ObleCIlflC&IlOn I know a Story lS finished When I type the lWI line and
(HOW did you know II Was flnL I gO back and look al the first line and lI just seems I.

iShell) fill.

The interview questions were based on the eliciting questions devised in

the development of the model. They were varied slightlyto match the
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genre of the short story. As can be seen, they were successful in eliciting

details of the creative process. Equally importantly, they successfully

elicited the difficulties faced by the writer at several stages. For example,

stage 3 occurred because

"
.
.
. the emotions that the conversation sparked

stuck with me. So I started writing the story the next day." Again in

stage 4, the writer says: "Without this kind of loss of reality, I can't

write and I get self-conscious and therels no finished product. I.m work-

ing on a piece of fiction now and I can.t get that stretch of uninterrupted

time-that flow. It got turned into a full story because it could." While

this does not provide true verification of the model, it is a strong indica-

tor of its usefulness in describing the details and difficulties of the crea-

tive process.

Filters

Why do some experiences end

up in
objects and others do

not? Perhaps the stages of the

model can best be visualized

as a series of filters (Figure 2).

At each level, the number of

experiences decreases. Only

the experiences that can pass

through every filter will

Figure 2 : Filters

become objects.We filter our experience in many ways. Some of the im-

portant filtering methods that we use at every stage of the creative proc-

ess include schemata (our views of the world built up through previous

accumulated experience),metaprograms (our personality traits),recep-

tivity (whether we have the necessary time and resources), and our emo-

tional state at the time of experience)y.

The role of motivation and confidence

As noted earlier, some non-native speakers are strongly motivated to
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write songs in L2. Others have a desire to write short stories or other

genres. Passing through each stage of the creative process is
challenging.

Motivation can be seen as the force that drives writers to pass through

these challenges. Motivation can also be seen in terms of the flow meta-

phor that I have been employing in this paper. Motivation is generally

classified into either intrinsic or extrinsic (Gardner, 1959). Intrinsic moti-

vation is a pressure that builds up and pushes through the filters on to-

wards the ob]'ect. Extrinsic motivation is a vacuum effect caused by the

need to create an ob3'eCt. Confidence acts in a similar way to motivation.

If the writer is confident of his or her ability, this will make the filters

more permeable. Conversely, a lack of confidence is a very strong impedi-

ment to an L2 writer.s ability to successfully produce completed work.

Figure 3: Role of motivation and confidence

Jn the writer's head

Concrete fTorm

A #
Motivation Lack of confidence

Use of the model

The difficulties facing an L2 writer may arise at any stage. For example,

the writer may be lacking the confidence required to transfer ideas from

the mind to paper or a computer (stage 3). Alternatively, the difficulty

may lie in an insufficient vocabulary to develop the initial concepts into

a coherent work (stage4). Some of the likely difficulties corresponding to

each stage are suggested in Table 4. The table also offers some ways that

an EFL teacher could work with a writer to help them through each

stage. Other difficulties such as insufficient language ability may appear

at more than one staged.
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Table 4: Difficulties fachg L2 creative writers and possible so)utions

Stage Likely Difficulty Possible SOluIlOn

l･ EIPerienCe Not
enough exposure IO I･2= not Massive lnPuI= exposure IO Other

enough
ll Creative Writing PraCI L2 Writers Who Can act aS role

t2Ce= nO COnlaCI With 12 PCCr group: mOdelS= role Plays;

2･ FOCUS On Unable lO get Positive internal feed. Unable IO get Positive internal feed.

EIPerlenCe back loop ln 12=
undeveloped

12 back loop ln 12= undeveloped
IJ2

inner Voice; inner Voice;

3･ Transfer confidence; Free
Writing;

4･ Writing poor lmagery=
Weak

language
abill Bilingual mind maPS= grammar &

iIy= ll SPCClflC lmageS= Weak VOI VOCabulary Supports idiom delClOPI

Cabulary- especially
2n links

between
words

in meaning Cluster

ment.

5･ Editing Undeveloped internal
editors poor

notion OI right
0r Wrong;

Peer grOuPS= COllabOraIiVe editing

6･ ObleCIlflCaIlOn COnIldenCe= few opportunities IO LOCal! In-house Publishing OPPOr-

PerIOrm!PreSCnI work iI living Out-

Side 12 COmmun2Iy

tunlIleS

* * *

Meanwhile back in the story, the reporter had asked the sculptor, --It.s

caued Do IStill Flow? What is the answer to the question that this sculp-

ture is asking usr
The sculptor smiled knowingly and looked out at the

river outside the window of the room. "Oh yes, it still flows. That is my

answer to you and to my creation. When the river formed those

katamari and I transferred them onto the riverbanks, they still contin-

ued to flow. And when I shaped them with my tools and polished them

into a single objectthat
I could display in this store, yes, even then, it still

flows." The reporter looked confused and said, "but how can it flow, it's

no longer in the river." The sculptor smiled again and answered, "Ah

yes, that's the interesting part. Now it.sflowing in a bigger river."

Conclusion

This paper has presented a model of creativity that may be useful in help-

ing L2 creative writers. In dealing with any topic as complex as creative

writing, there are a huge number of factors which have to be ignored or

simplified. The model is intended to be a practical tool to help identify
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and ameliorate the difficulties that confront the L2 creative writer. The

model needs to be further tested and ad]'usted against data from other Ll

and L2 writers. In closing, as I was finishing this paper, I came across

some of the work of the influential
psychologist William James. I find it

fascinating that he chose the same metaphor that I have used in this

paper. In his words, written in l890, he expressed it far more eloquently

than I have achieved, so I shall leave the reader with his words:

"The mind is at every stage a theatre of simultaneous possibilities.

Consciousness consists in the comparison of these with each other, the se-

lection of some, and the suppression of the rest by the reinforcing and in-

hibiting agency of attention. The highest and most elaborate mental

products are filtered from the data chosen by the faculty next beneath,

out of the mass offered by the faculty below that, which mass was shifted

from a still larger amount of yet simpler material, and so on. The mind,

in short, works on the data it receives very much as a sculptor works on

his block of stone. In a sense, the statue stood there from eternity. But

there were a thousand statues beside it,and the sculptor alone is to thank

for having extricated this one from the rest."

Footnotes

Each footnote below refers to related papers that I will be making avail-

able online over the next few months at www. briancullen.net/research.

php.

i
There has been a huge

amount written on Ll creativity which is very relevant

to L2 creativity. This paper summari21eS the relevant L1 literature including

the work of Arieta, Wallas, and CsikSzentmihalyi. The relevance of earlier

models to L2 creativity is discussed from the viewpoint of pedagogic utility.

H In 2005, I carried out a lyric translation study with students. This is being

replicated ih 2006. This paper discusses the difficulties
which arose in the

translation process and compares the translation process to writing entirely

in L2. A hybrid model between translation and the model
in this paper is pre-

sented.

a This
paper

discusses
methodological issues into songwriting research. It

notes the problems of TAP
since many songwriters need

to
sing as they
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compose and are unable to talk about their cognitive processes.

iy
The results of the daily song project

are available at: www.briancullen.net/

dailvsonfrS2005. The daily songs project will be repeated in 2006 with a

greater emphasis on L2 songwriting.

v This
paper gives more detail on the type of

filters
which exist

between experi-

ence and a completed object.
It discusses the nature of schemata, the role of

previous
listening in

music, the influence of metaprograms and our emotional

state at the time of experience.
vi

How much language ability
does a person need

to
write creatively?

In an at-

tempt to
provide a useful answer, I am carrying out a study

in
which students

will carry out several creative writing assignments including a song, a poem

and a narrative. These will be assessed for their 'creative valuel
by

several LI

writers and given a score in various categories. These scores will be corre-

lated against the students' TOEIC scores.
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